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 ... oooh well it appears to be working now anyway :) thanks for the help nope :) i tried with and without ndiswrapper and it
didn't help... anyway - still not a lot to say on it - other than more people complaining about it on xubuntu-users and the tracker
oh, well yeah I had one for a while actually that's all I can say mine was a bit of a nightmare too, i had issues with my brother

and wifi kept giving me issues :| well - not a lot more to be said then :) don't get me wrong I appreciate and agree with the
improvements we are seeing :) but you know what they say :) heh no, i didn't know that "this is linux, the operating system, not
the problem" :) anyway - I'm going to get on with things I don't think anyone is suggesting it is the linux yea - I'd not say that :)

but I am saying that it's only linux :) have fun :) yeah, I can see that I should be back about 10 minutes or so ok, great on
saturday i installed xubuntu as clean new partition to see how it would feel, and that felt great! :D I just installed xubuntu 12.10,
i have 4gig of RAM... how can I change the swappiness? the rule of thumb is if it's not swapping then you're fine but swapiness
is really important for I/O performance pleia2, in the terminal? I think the GUI for it is in system settings (maybe? I've never

messed with it) I'd figure someone else would know ok, what should I do, i'd like to run 82157476af
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